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This invention relates toa Ínovel rotary cleaner for the 
exteriors of ends of tubes, preparatory to soldering, braz 
ing, and similar operations. 
The primary Vobject .of the invention is the provision of 

a more eñicient, faster-working, and longer life device of 
the kind indicated. 

' Another object of the invention is the provision of a 
simple and economical, electric drill operated device of 
the character indicated above, which involves the use of 
a circular resilient wire brush which is readily replaceable 
when worn, and adjusting means for contracting the 
brush, as wear thereof occurs and its bristles shorten, so 
that the brush does not require replacement until its bris 
tles are substantially used up. 
Other important objects and advantageous features of 

the invention will be apparent from the following descrip 
tion and the accompanying drawings, wherein, for pur 
poses of illustration only, a speciñc form of the invention 
is set forth in detail. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a schematic perspective View, showing a 

device ofthe present invention chucked in an electric drill, 
preparatory to application of the device to a tube end; 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged longitudinal section taken on 

the line 2-2 of FIGURE l; 
FIGURE 3 is a front end elevation of the device; 
FIGURE 4 is a transverse section taken on the line 4_4 

of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of the wire brush in 

uncoiled condition; 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged transverse vertical section 

taken on the line 6_6 of FIGURE 5 ; 
FIGURE 7 is a fragmentary vertical transverse section 

taken on the line 7-7 of FIGURE 6. 
Referring in detail to the drawings, the illustrated de 

vice, generally designated 10, comprises a hollow rigid 
cylindrical housing 12 closed, at its rear end, by a back 
wall 14, and having an open forward end 16. An axial 
shank 18 is ñxed to and extends rearwardly from the back 
wall 14, for engagement in the chuck 20 of an electric drill 
22, or the equivalent. 
The side wall 24 of the housing 12 is formed with op 

posed enlargements 26, midway between its ends, which 
are formed with radial threaded bores 28, which extend 
also through the side wall 24, and accept wire-brush ad 
justing screws 30, having rounded inner ends 32. 
The inner ends 32 of the screws 30 seat in recesses 34 

in a split resilient compressible sleeve 36, of substantially 
the same inside length as the housing 12, and which nor 
mally bears against the inner surface of the side wall 24 
of the housing, with the free edges 38 of the sleeve sepa 
rated at maximum distance from each other, as shown in 
FIGURE 4, while the sleeve is under minimal compres 
sion. The sleeve edges 38 have inwardly extending ñanges 
39 thereon. 
An elongated wire brush 40, which is originally in a fiat 

rectangular form, as shown in FIGURE 5, comprises a 
iiexible backing 42, as of cloth or other suitable material, 
from one side of which extend wire bristles 44. The brush 
40 is substantially as wide as the length of the sleeve 36, 
and has free ends 46, which are separated from each other, 
when the brush is coiled and is inserted within the sleeve 
36, under compression, so that its backing 42 makes fric 
tional contact with the inner surface of the sleeve, which 
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resists rotation of the brush relative to the sleeve. As 
shown in »FIGURE 4, the ends 46 of the brush 40 are 
preferably arranged opposite to the edges 38 of the sleeve, 
so as to eliminate a gap at this location. 
As shown in FIGURES 4 to 7, the bristles 44 are pro 

vided in »units of two adjacent bristles, which are con 
nected, at their inner ends, by cross members 41, the bris 
tles being passed inwardly ̀ through the backing 42, with 
the cross members engaged with the `outer surface of the 
backing, crosswise of the backing. 

Each «bristle 44 is composed of an inner portion 43, 
which, as shown in FIGURE 7, is angled away from the 
direction of rotation of the brush 40,»and an outer portion 
45 which is angled «toward the direction of rotation of the 
brush, as indicated by arrows lin FIGURES 4 and 7. The 
engagement of the tips 47 lof the bristles 44, with the 
work, at a retreating angle, makes for more ~consistent and 
uniform contact with the work and more eifective clean 
ing action. 
The housing 12 is externally threaded, at its forward 

end, as indicated at 48, to receive the threaded ñange 50 
of a cap 52, which serves as a retainer for the sleeve 36 
and the wire brush 40, and also as a centering guide for 
the end of a tube T to be cleaned. The cap has an annular 
web 54, formed with an axial opening 56 whose edge 
serves to center a tube T inserted into the brush 40. 

In use and operation, the device 10 having been chucked 
in a drill 22, with either or both the drill and the tube 
held stationary, the drill is energized so that the device is 
is inserted, relative to the tube, and the brush 40 acts to 
clean the outer surface of the tube. The length of the 
housing 12, and of the brush 40 can, if desired, be prede 
termined, so that when the tube is inserted and its end 
engages the back wall 14 of the housing 12, the length 
of the cleaned are of the tube is predetermined. 
As the brush bristles wear down, the screws 30 are 

adapted to be threaded inwardly, so as to compress and 
contract the sleeve 36, and hence the brush 40, to the de 
gree necessary to reestablish full contact of the bristles 
44 with the work. 
The brush 40 is quickly and easily replaceable, when 

worn down, simply by screwing off the cap 52 and pulling 
the brush out of the sleeve 36, with the screw 30 backed 
out, and installing another brush. 
Although there has been shown and described a pre 

ferred form of the invention, it is to be understood that 
the invention is not necessarily confined thereto, and that 
any changes in the structure of and in the relative arrange 
ments of components thereof are contemplated as being 
within the scope of the invention as deñned by the claims 
appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A device of the character described, comprising a 

hollow cylindrical housing having a back wall, a side wall 
and an open forward end, a resilient split sleeve engaged 
in the housing, sleeve compressing screws threaded 
through said side wall and engaged with the sleeve, and a 
resilient tubular split brush engaged in the sleeve and 
having lfrictional contact therewith. 

2. The device of claim 1, wherein said back Wall is 
formed with an axial rearwardly extending shank for 
seeurement in the chuck of a rotary member. 

3. The device of claim 1, wherein said housing is eX 
ternally threaded to its forward end, and a cap has a 
threaded flange threaded thereon, said cap having a web 
formed with an axial opening affording a circular guide 
edge for a tube inserted through the opening and into the 
brush. 

4. The device of claim 1, wherein said brush has a 
flexible backing having wire bristles on its inward side. 

5. A device of the character described comprising a 
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tubular housing having an open and a closed end and a 
side wall having a cylindrical inner surface, a resilient 
split sleeve engaged ̀in the housing, a split tubular brush 
conformably engaged in the sleeve, said brush comprising 
a flexible backingfrorn whose inner surface‘wire bristles 
project, said sleeve andsaid backing having free ends, and 
inwardly-extending ñanges on the lfree ends of thesleeve, 
the free ends of the backing lbeing engaged >with the 

6. A device of the character describedv comprising a 
,tubular housing having ¿anvopen anda closed end and 
a sidewall having a cylindrical;inner> surface, a resilient 
,splitmsleeve engaged in the-housing, ¿a split tubular b_rush 
conformably engaged in theY sleeve, said brush comprising 
flexible backing from whose inner 4surface Wire .bristlesv 
project, said sleeve and said backing having free ends, andY 
inwardly-extending flanges o_n the ,free ends of 'the sleeve, 
the free ends of` thebacking being Vengaged Vwith the 
Bauges, andopposed adjusting screws threadedthrough 
.the side Awallof the housing and Vengage the lexterior of 
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i the sleeve, the sleeve being formed with external recesses 

flanges, and opposed adjustingV screws threaded through Y 
.the side wall of the housing and engage the exterior of the 
lsleeve. , » 
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in which the inner ends ̀ of the screws are engaged. 
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